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Mobile devices such as tablets and cellphones require proximity
sensors for Specific Absorption Ratio (SAR) qualification and onear detection. Capacitive sensing may be used to meet both of
these needs. Self-capacitance technology is popular for
proximity sensing in mobile devices.
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The sensing electrode size, shape, position and closeness to
ground all affect the proximity range. This article focuses on the
effective use of the capacitive sensor electrode reference
(battery ground) and presents another variable reference
introduced by the user (earth).
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The article will also address design techniques to meet SAR
certification.
Overview of capacitive proximity sensing
Capacitive sensing is one of the few cost-effective technologies
that pass the SAR qualification tests. Capacitive sensing
addresses all the limitations of other sensor technologies.

Continued on Page 3

Azoteq enables next generation user interfaces for users to
interact naturally with products through capacitive
proximity and touch
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Electrode Shapes for Thicker
Overlays for Projected
Capacitance
Although capacitive touch sensors from Azoteq are fully
customizable for sensitivity settings on each channel, as well as
adjustable detection thresholds for set sensitivity selections, the
designer could save time in fine tuning the sensitivity of each
electrode by compensating for variations in the thickness of the
overlay material in the electrode design.
For projected capacitance, bigger gaps between the TX and RX
electrodes will give more sensitivity (but reduce stability), or using
thicker receivers in the electrode will allow for thicker overlays
(but reduce conductive noise immunity).

Projected Button Layouts
These layouts are in order of
increasing sensitivity. Red represents
the TX electrodes, yellow represents
the RR electrodes and white
represents the PCB cut-outs. The
dimensions of all three buttons
illustrated are the same.

The figure to the right shows different electrode variations of the
same design (for projected capacitive sensing) for different
overlay thicknesses (in order of increasing sensitivity).

For more information, email info@azoteq.com.

Electrode Shapes for Thicker Overlays
for Self-Capacitance

Self-capacitive buttons illustrated
in order of increasing sensitivity by
increasing the size of the
electrode and removing sharp
edges that form concentrations in
field lines.

For self-capacitive sensing, bigger electrodes will give
more sensitivity, and avoiding sharp corners that form
concentrations in field lines will allow for thicker overlays.
The figure below shows different electrode variations of
the same design (for self-capacitive sensing) for different
overlay thicknesses (in order of increasing sensitivity).
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Page 1 Continued
Optimize electrode size

It is important to note some key points when
implementing a capacitive sensor in a
complex and compact design that requires
optimal performance:

Electrode design (sizing and placement)
cannot be done separate from ground
reference considerations. This is because an
electrostatic field is formed between the
electrode and ground reference in the same
way as a field is formed in a parallel plate
capacitor. See the illustrations in Figure 3
below to see how the parallel plate capacitor
model may be translated into a device.

Dependence on battery ground: All sensor
measurements are taken in relation to battery
ground (device ground). Variance between
human body ground (well coupled to earth)
and device ground will affect the
performance. The illustration below shows
these potential variables.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3: (a) An example of how the parallel plate capacitor model may be
translated into device testing, (b) an example of typical coupling to the device
ground (open folded capacitor), (c) a combination view, emphasizing that the two
effects together determine the trigger distance

Figure 1: Circuit element description showing device ground effect on sensitivity

Extreme sensitivity: The graph below shows the
theoretical values of a parallel plate
capacitor. A similar case will be true for a
human (infinite ground plane) approaching a
capacitive sensor (charged electrode).
Keeping this type of sensitivity in mind (low
femto-Farad deltas per mm) it is easier to
understand that mechanical instability and
typical device placement may also trigger the
sensor. Mechanical instability refers to
movement in the micrometer range of the
flexible printed circuit (FPC) or device cover in
relation to a battery itself, or to another large
ground structure in the device.

If the trigger plane (phantom body, hand,
etc.) is larger than the electrode itself, a good
“rule of thumb” for the trigger distance is:

In most cases, increasing the electrode width
will have a positive effect on the trigger
distance. When the width is extended towards
the device ground so that “trigger distance 2”
dominates, then the intended effect of the
larger electrode will be lost.

Full Article Available on EDN.

Figure 2: Capacitance estimation of a small 1 mm x 20 mm electrode at varying
distance from the phantom body (ground plane)
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Specific Absorption Rate for Mobile
Phones
SAR, or Specific Absorption Rate, is the amount of radiation (in
this case RF radiation) a body absorbs when using a wireless
device such as a mobile phone.
Current Regulations
The current FCC regulations require mobile phones to have a
SAR level below 1.6 watts per kilogram (W/kg) taken over the
volume that contains a mass of 1 gram of tissue that absorbs
the most signal.
These regulations were put into place with the assumption
that the main source of radiation exposure would be during
phone calls and that afterwards, the phone would be carried
in a holster 2.5cm away from the body. Times have changed
since these regulations were put into place and now more
and more people use smart phones and carry them around in
their pocket.
Since the regulations did not account for this kind of usage,
the user higher radiation exposure is when the phone is
carried in their pocket. While in a user’s pocket, the mobile
phone constantly checks for email, downloads software
updates and updates social networks.
Regulation Discussion for Mobile Phones
Currently, the FCC has opened up a discussion to update the
RF Exposure Policies. To keep track of the discussion, please
see the following steps:
1) To access the filings, go to http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/
2) Select “Search for Filings”
3) Enter “Proceeding Number” 13-84 for the NOI or 03-137 for
the R&O and FNPRM.
The main RF Item document is available at
http://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-review-rf-exposurepolicies

For more information, email info@azoteq.com
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Use of Mobile Phones
With more smartphones on the
market, the highest source of RF
radiation exposure is while it is in a
user’s pocket
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Communication
Guidelines
To support designers and programmers to effortlessly develop
firmware, Azoteq provides communication guidelines for several of
our devices.
While register specific information is available within the
datasheet, these guidelines help designers and programmers with
managing the devices’ I2C slave. These guidelines also give a
good platform from which to develop application specific
firmware.
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